The Henry Cort Community College
HISTORY REVISION 2019
Week
beginning
4th Feb

Paper
Focus
Conflict

Topic
(2 each week)
 Ideologies, Yalta and Potsdam
 Soviet expansion and Berlin

Revision Video

Example Question

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sv
Cqi5dHQL0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sq
94S0YxqaY

Study Sources B & C (at the bottom). How
useful are Sources B & C to an historian
studying the Yalta Conference? Explain
your answer using Sources B & C and your
own knowledge. (12 marks)
‘The main reason for the development of
the Cold War in the years 1945-49 was the
Truman Doctrine.’ How far do you agree
with this statement? Explain your answer.
(16 marks + 4 SPaG)
The Cold War in Asia was mainly due to the
actions of the USSR, how far do you agree?
(16 marks + 4 SPaG)
Write an account of how the Hungarian
Uprising became an international crisis.
(8 marks)

11th Feb

Conflict

 Who was responsible for the
cold war?
 Arms and space race

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xv
aEvCNZymo

18th Feb

Conflict

 Korea. China and Vietnam
 Cuban missile crisis

25th Feb

Conflict

 Hungary and Prague Spring
 Detente

4th Mar

Elizabeth

11th Mar

Elizabeth

18th Mar

Elizabeth

25th Mar

Elizabeth

 Background and Court
structure
 Marriage succession and
Government role
 Religion – puritans and
Catholics
 Rebellions – Essex and
Northern
 MQS – threat and plots
 War with Spain and Armada
 Poverty
 Culture, fashion and theatre

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W
TUC08Nph9Q&index=3&list=PLqNoZ9bx
qU0s8tRE03OHkzKPIKtzUitYE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LV
dQ9PK9Q5o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SV
Ip5lUJhCs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3h
ZMj4aMMxQ

How convincing is Interpretation A (at the
bottom) about the Elizabethan court?
(8 marks)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vZ
Rq1fuD4pE

Write an account of the ways in which the
Northern Rebellion affected Elizabethan
England. (8 marks)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uU
f9v4Ecw0k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2g
WiGuQvPsY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h3
dQR2UfC2g

Write an account of Mary Queen of Scot’s
impact on Elizabeth. (8 marks)
Explain the importance of the poverty crisis
in Elizabethan England. (8 marks)
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1st April

Germany

 Before WWI and putsches
 Weimar Germany

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w
U0nnI3FEUM

8th April

Germany

 Depression and Rise of Nazi
 Creating a Dictatorship

15th April

Germany

 Terror and Propaganda
 Women, Children, church

22nd April

Germany

 Opposition and Holocaust
 Impact of WWII

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yE
k6zGYwyhc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kf
Qiy0_6BIo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m
8LM8hSiFoY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Eg
9a6bIs15Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hO
PTURrhzDw

29th April

Medicine

 Medieval and Islam
 Towns, Monasteries, Black
Death

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nV
JV8iEAm88

6th May

Medicine

13th May

Medicine

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wa
lfj2dpU-E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N2
-7UQWrYPY

20th May

Medicine

 Vesalius, Harvey, Pare
 Vaccination and Germ theory
 Surgery, anaesthetics,
antiseptics
 Impact of War and penicillin
 Liberal reforms , NHS
 Alternative medicine and
Modern

27th May

Germany
Conflict

 Interpretations (Q 1,2,3)
 Write an account of

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0p
nEMBgEG24&t=26s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m
y14ZuzjH5I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t5J
LZt4Rd_Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6T
Xay2K26Y4
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Describe two problems faced by Kaiser
Wilhelm II’s governments in ruling Germany
up to 1914. (4 marks)
In what ways were the lives of the Germans
affected by the Great Depression?
(8 marks)
The German people were controlled more
through fear than through propaganda.
How far do you agree? (12 marks)
In what ways were the lives of Jewish
people affected by the Nuremberg Laws?
(8 marks)
‘Religion has been the main factor in the
development of the treatment of disease.’
Explain your answer with reference to
Religion & Superstition and other factors.
(16 marks + 4 SPaG)
Compare Medieval surgery to surgery at the
time of William Harvey. (8 marks)
Explain the significance of Penicillin to the
development of medicine. (8 marks)
Describe the introduction and impact of the
NHS. (8 marks)

Germany:
1. Read Interpretations A and B (at the
bottom). How does Interpretation A differ
from Interpretation B about Hitler’s appeal
to the people of Germany? Explain your

The Henry Cort Community College
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3rd June




Elizabeth
Medicine

 Globe site study
 Factors question

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gn7xa-x2JI

Paper 1 Exam – Germany and Conflict – 3rd June 2019
Paper 2 Exam – Elizabeth and Medicine – 6th June
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answer using Interpretations A & B.
(4 marks)
2. Why might the authors of Interpretations
A & B have a different interpretation about
Hitler’s appeal to the people of Germany?
Explain your answer using Interpretations A
& B and your contextual knowledge.
(4 marks)
3. Which interpretation do you find more
convincing about Hitler’s appeal to the
people of Germany? Explain your answer
using Interpretations A & B and your
contextual knowledge. (8 marks)
Conflict:
Write an account of how the shooting down
of a U2 spy plane became an international
crisis. (8 marks)
Elizabeth:
‘The main change that the theatre brought
about was that they allowed Elizabeth to
use censorship to control her people.’ How
far does your study of The Globe support
this statement? Explain your answer.
(16 marks + 4 SPaG)
Medicine:
‘War has been the main factor in the
development of surgery and anatomy.’
Explain your answer with reference to War
and other factors. (16 marks + 4 SPaG)
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Conflict & Tension Sources
Source B: “And how are we
feeling today?” – A British
cartoon from 1945 showing
Churchill, Roosevelt, and
Stalin as doctors working
together to heal the world.

Source C: “Excuse me
while I reach.” – An
American cartoon from
1945 showing Stalin
playing poker with
Roosevelt and Churchill.
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Elizabethan England Source
Interpretation A:
Queen Elizabeth I in
procession with her
courtiers (c.16001603), painted by
Sarah Countess of
Essex.
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Germany: Democracy & Dictatorship Sources
Interpretation A

Interpretation B

Albert Speer, writing in his book, ‘Inside The Third Reich’, written in 1960.

Victor Schiff, in an article written in 1950 where he explains Hitler’s rise to
power.

He remembers hearing Adolf Hitler speak in January 1931 at Berlin
University. Albert Speer went on to become the Nazi Minister for Weapons.
He was sentenced to 20 years in prison after the war and released in 1966.
Everything about him was reasonable and ordinary looking; he was no
shrieking fanatic in a uniform. He spoke passionately; it was hypnotic and
persuasive. We were carried on a wave of enthusiasm. It swept away our
doubts. Here, it seemed, was hope, a new understanding. The peril of
communism could be stopped.

Schiff was a German journalist and socialist who worked as the Paris
correspondent for the American ‘Daily Herald’ newspaper in the 1930s.
If there is one point on which we all agree, it must be surely that Hitler owes
his rise and ultimate victory to the World Economic Crisis. Hitler appealed
to the despair of the unemployed workers; the young people who had no
future; to the middle-class businessmen and craftsmen heading for
bankruptcy and to the farmers threatened with a fall in agricultural prices.
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